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Abstract

Electron beam (e-beam) lithography was employed to prepare one protein encapsulated inside 

another by first fabricating protein-reactive hydrogels of orthogonal reactivity and subsequently 

conjugating the biomolecules. Exposure of thin films of eight arm star poly(ethylene glycol) 

(PEG) functionalized with biotin (Biotin-PEG), alkyne (Alkyne-PEG) or aminooxy (AO-PEG) 

end-groups to e-beam radiation resulted in cross-linked hydrogels with the respective functionality. 

It was determined via confocal microscopy that a nominal size exclusion effect exists for 

streptavidin immobilized on Biotin-PEG hydrogels of feature sizes ranging from 5 to 40 μm. AO-
PEG was subsequently patterned as an encapsulated core inside a contiguous outer shell of 

Biotin-PEG. Similarly, Alkyne-PEG was patterned as a core inside an AO-PEG shell. The 

hydrogel reactive end-groups were conjugated to dyes or proteins of complimentary reactivity, and 

the 3-D spatial orientation was determined for both configurations using confocal microscopy. The 

enzyme glucose oxidase (GOX) was immobilized in the core of the encapsulated Alkyne-PEG 
core/AO-PEG shell architecture, and horseradish peroxidase (HRP) was conjugated to the shell 

periphery. Bioactivity for the HRP-GOX enzyme pair was observed in this encapsulated 

configuration by demonstrating that the enzyme pair was capable of enzyme cascade reactions.
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Introduction

Many approaches exist to generate micro or nano arrays of multiple proteins patterned 

within nano-scale proximity, including bias-assisted atomic force microscopy,1 and electron 

beam (e-beam) lithography.2 Several reports in particular, exploit electron beam radiation-

induced cross-linking of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and polymers of self assembled 

monolayers containing poly(ethylene glycols) to coat surfaces and form hydrogels 

features.3–13 Also, hydrogel features have been fabricated by e-beam lithography for protein 

conjugation by utilizing linear and star PEGs with functional end groups.4,8,11,14 It is 

proposed that the electron beams cause hydrogen abstraction and inter chain and chain-

surface radical reactions forming cross-linked features on the surface with protein-reactive 

groups available for conjugation. By employing orthogonal reactive end-groups, different 

proteins can be patterned at the micron and nanometer size scale side-by-side. Using this 

approach, multiple types of polymers have also been patterned one on top of the other in a 

layered format with subsequent immobilization of the proteins.8,14 However, the general 

interaction at the interface of these layers is as of yet unknown, and the formation of 

multilayers with subsequent three dimensional (3-D) characterization has not yet been 

reported.

Protein biochips, devices where multiple proteins are immobilized on a surface in close 

proximity, are becoming increasingly useful devices to study protein-protein interactions as 

well as for use in proteomics and biosensing.15 Factors that affect the success of these 

surfaces include retention of protein activity after immobilization, density of immobilized 

proteins, and proximity of different proteins. Immobilizing proteins on surfaces initially 

focused on fabricating two-dimensional arrays through photoresist lithography, self-

assembled monolayers, or tethering proteins to surface functionalities.16 While these two-

dimensional protein arrays provided new devices for biosensing, extending protein 

immobilization to include three-dimensional geometries at the micro and nano-scale could 

have many advantages including increased assay sensitivity and amount of immobilized 

protein. A three-dimensional configuration would also more closely resemble physiological 

interfaces. One way to obtain proteins in three-dimensional architectures is through 

encapsulation in gels. Many different proteins and enzymes have been immobilized or 

encapsulated in bulk gels for use in drug delivery,17 tissue regeneration18 and even in the 

food industry.19 Additionally, electrospinning has been used to immobilize enzymes in 

three-dimensional networks.20 While protein encapsulation in bulk gels is useful as a means 

for biomolecule delivery, precise control over protein positioning at the micro and 

nanometer scale is difficult. More recently researchers have been motivated to fabricate 

three-dimensional architectures on surfaces for protein encapsulation.

Immobilization of enzymes on surfaces and in bulk materials has largely been studied for 

use in proteomics and biosensing as well as to investigate protein-protein interactions. 

Enzymes have been encapsulated in hydrogels,21 microgels,22 sol-gels,23 and patterned 

hydrogels24 for applications ranging from monitoring molecular interactions to glucose 

sensing25,26 and determination of oxidative stress.27 More recently enzymes have been 

immobilized on fabricated surfaces prepared through hydrogel lithography,28 photochemical 

based patterning,26,29 e-beam lithography,30 soft lithography31 and 3-D printing32 and have 
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been used in enzyme based assays. Methods for immobilization of enzymes in sequential 

layers, side by side or one on top of another have also been developed to further study 

enzyme activity on surfaces.26,33,34

Knowledge of the spatial orientation is useful because encapsulated architectures of PEG 

hydrogels fabricated by conventional UV photocross-linking have been used in conjunction 

with enzymes35 and even whole cells.36 Encapsulation increases the ratio of signal-to-noise 

and subsequent sensitivity35 and also maintains viability of unique cell types such as islets 

of Langerhans.37,38 While a myriad of immobilization strategies exist for the fabrication of 

biosensors,39 some of the most common strategies used for PEG hydrogel surface arrays 

include avidin-biotin affinity,40–42 oxime bond formation,43–45 and 1,3 Huisgen cyclo-

addition.46–48 Therefore, it would be useful to understand polymer distribution and 

permeability throughout PEG hydrogels, particularly in constructs with multiple instances of 

these protein conjugation strategies positioned in close proximity. As such, we sought to 

establish encapsulated hydrogel architectures patterned by e-beam lithography whereby a 

shell hydrogel forms a contiguous border in three dimensional space around an inner core 

hydrogel of orthogonal reactivity. This was accomplished by iterative patterning of different 

polymers (Figure 1) followed by immobilization of the proteins and investigation of activity.

Experimental

Materials

Synthesis for polymers (Biotin-PEG, AO-PEG, and Alkyne-PEG) as well as the modified 

enzymes azido glucose oxidase Alexa Fluor 488 conjugate (Azide-GOX-AF488) and 

levulinyl horseradish peroxidase marina blue conjugate (Lev-HRP-MB) can be found in the 

supporting information. Silicon wafers were purchased from University Wafers (Boston, 

MA). All other materials were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and utilized without further 

purification.

Analytical Techniques

Silicon wafers were patterned with a JEOL 5910 scanning electron beam microscope. For 

multi-component PEGs, gold alignment features were fabricated on the silicon chips prior to 

PEG spin-coating and cross-linking. Pattern files were created in Design CAD 2000 and 

written with a JC Nabity lithography system (Nanometer Pattern Generation System, Ver. 

9.0). A Leica confocal SP2 1P microscope with fluorescence correlation spectroscopy was 

used for all confocal sectioning images. A Zeiss fluorescence microscope was used to 

observe 2-D pictures of immobilized enzymes, cross-reactivity controls, and evolution of 

resorufin through use of a transwell membrane.

General e-beam Procedure

Exposure energies were empirically determined for all encapsulated microstructures by first 

independently optimizing the dose for each layer of polymer resists. Doses were varied in a 

linear gradient using area doses from 1 to 200 μC/cm2 followed by visual inspection of the 

resulting hydrogels by bright-field microscopy. Minimal effective doses were used. Once 

these doses were determined, using a nano-realignment technique,8 a second polymer resist 
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was cross-linked on top of the initial hydrogel layer and the optimization process was 

repeated. This process was repeated a third time to optimize the third layer thereby 

completing fabrication of the encapsulated hydrogel architecture. Defect rates in the final 

hydrogels were highly sensitive to the dose used, and typical hydrogels obtained are shown 

in all figures. Optimized doses for layers 2 and 3 were found to be approximately 50% of the 

optimal dose for a single layer.

Fabrication of AO-PEG Encapsulated within Biotin-PEG (EA-1)

Biotin-PEG (10 μL, 1 wt% in MeOH) was spin coated onto a piranha cleaned silicon wafer 

with gold alignment marks (4000 rpm, 1 min). Caution: Piranha solution reacts violently 
with organic materials. The wafer was then patterned by e-beam lithography as an array of 

40 μm boxes (23 nm spot size, 30 kV accelerating voltage, 80 μC/cm2 area dose). The wafer 

was developed by immersion in Milli-Q water for 30 seconds. The wafer was subsequently 

spin coated (4000 rpm, 1 min) with a solution of AO-PEG (10 μL, 1 wt% in MeOH). The 

surface wafer was then re-aligned and patterned by e-beam lithography (23 nm spot size, 30 

kV accelerating voltage, 40 μC/cm2 area dose) as an array of 20 μm boxes patterned in the 

center of the Biotin-PEG. The wafer was developed by immersion in Milli-Q water for 30 

seconds. Next, the wafer was spin coated (4000 rpm, 1 min) with a third layer consisting of 

Biotin-PEG (10 μL, 1 wt% in MeOH). The wafer was then realigned and patterned by e-

beam lithography as an array of 40 μm boxes (23 nm spot size, 30 kV accelerating voltage, 

80 μC/cm2 area dose). The wafer was developed by immersion in Milli-Q water for 30 

seconds. Each fabrication step, including the final encapsulated hydrogel architecture 

(EA-1) was confirmed using an inverted bright-field microscope.

Fabrication of Alkyne-PEG Encapsulated within AO-PEG (EA-2)

AO-PEG (10 μL, 1 wt% in MeOH) was spin coated onto a piranha cleaned silicon wafer 

with gold alignment marks (4000 rpm, 1 min). The wafer was then patterned by e-beam 

lithography as an array of 40 μm boxes (23 nm spot size, 30 kV accelerating voltage, 40 

μC/cm2 area dose). The wafer was developed by immersion in Milli-Q water for 30 seconds. 

The wafer was subsequently spin coated (4000 rpm, 1 min) with a solution of Alkyne-PEG 
(10 μL, 1 wt% in MeOH). The surface wafer was then realigned and patterned by e-beam 

lithography (23 nm spot size, 30 kV accelerating voltage, 20 μC/cm2 area dose) as an array 

of 20 μm boxes patterned in the center of the AO-PEG. The wafer was developed by 

immersion in Milli-Q water for 30 seconds. Next, the wafer was spin coated (4000 rpm, 1 

min) with a third layer consisting of AO-PEG (10 μL, 1 wt% in MeOH). The wafer was 

then realigned, patterned by e-beam lithography as an array of 40 μm boxes (23 nm spot 

size, 30 kV accelerating voltage, 40 μC/cm2 area dose), and developed by immersion in 

Milli-Q water for 30 seconds. Each lithography step, including fabrication of the final 

encapsulated hydrogel architecture (EA-2) was confirmed using an inverted bright-field 

microscope. Images shown in the paper that used EA-2 architectures were produced via this 

procedure. We subsequently found that the same encapsulated structures can be fabricated 

more reliably by spin coating 1 wt% polymers in dichloroethane rather than methanol 

followed by e-beam lithography with dosages of 16 μC/cm2 for the first PEG-AO layer, 2 

μC/cm2 for the PEG-alkyne layer and 12 μC/cm2 for the second PEG-AO layer.
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Fluorophore Immobilization: AO-PEG Encapsulated within Biotin-PEG

The encapsulated hydrogel architecture EA-1 was incubated with streptavidin Alexa Fluor 

488 conjugate (0.1 mg/mL, 100 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0) for 1 h at room temperature 

before washing by immersion in Milli-Q water for 30 seconds. Next, the pattern was 

incubated with the aminooxy reactive dye, maleimide-coumarin (1.0 mg/mL in 10% 

DMSO(aq)) and 1% triethyl amine (TEA) for 1 h at room temperature before washing by 

immersion in 10% DMSO(aq) followed by Milli-Q water for 30 s each. The patterned 

hydrogel arrays were observed by confocal microscopy. The surface was illuminated using 

laser lines at 400 and 488 nm, and images were sectioned in the z dimension using a 100x 

oil objective advancing 400 nm with each section. Next, the focus of the microscope was 

shifted to approximately halfway through the microstructure. To confirm encapsulation, the 

400 nm laser line was switched off and only the 488 nm line was used to illuminate a cross-

section of the hydrogel architecture.

Fluorophore Immobilization: Alkyne-PEG Encapsulated within AO-PEG

The encapsulated hydrogel architecture EA-2 was incubated with Alexa Fluor-488 azide® 

(20 μL, 1 mg/mL in DMSO), CuSO4 (10 μL, 1 mg/mL in 10% DMSO(aq)), and sodium 

ascorbate (10 μL, 5 mg/mL in 10% DMSO(aq)) followed by washing by immersion first in 

10% DMSO(aq) then in Milli-Q water for 30 seconds each. Next, EA-2 was incubated with 

maleimide-coumarin dye (1 mg/mL in 10% DMSO(aq)) and 1% TEA for 1 h at room 

temperature in the dark before washing as above. Hydrogel arrays were observed by 

confocal microscopy using a 100x oil objective. Images were sectioned in the xy through z 

dimensions advancing 620 nm with each section. Images were also sectioned in the xz 

through y dimensions using similar sectioning parameters.

Enzyme Immobilization in Encapsulated Hydrogels

The encapsulated architecture EA-2 was exposed to Lev-HRP-MB in 40 μL Dulbecco’s 

Phosphate Buffered Saline (DPBS) at pH 7.4 for 3 h at room temperature followed by 

immersion in 5 mL aliquots of DPBS, pH 7.4, 5 times. Next, the surface was incubated with 

a solution of Azide-GOX-AF488 (20 μL, DPBS, pH 7.4), CuSO4 (10 μL, 1 mg/mL), and 

sodium ascorbate (10 μL, 5 mg/mL) for 3 h at room temperature. The surface was washed by 

immersion in 10% DMSO in DPBS, pH 7.4, 3 times. Activity was assayed by adding the 

enzyme immobilized surface to a solution of glucose (10 mM) and Amplex Red (50 μM) in 

DPBS, pH 7.4 and measuring the absorbance of resorufin at 560 nm after 2 h at 4°C.

Results and Discussion

The protein-reactive polymers were prepared by modifying 8-arm star PEG polymers. 

Alkyne end-functionalized PEG polymer (Alkyne-PEG) was synthesized by reaction of the 

8-arm amine-terminated PEG with the activated ester of pentynoic acid (see supporting 

information). Biotinylated 8-arm PEG (Biotin-PEG) was prepared from the corresponding 

amine PEG, and aminooxy PEG (AO-PEG) was obtained by reaction of hydroxyl 

terminated 8-arm PEG under Mitsunobu conditions with N-hydroxyphthalimide to produce 

PEG with aminooxy end-groups upon deprotection with hydrazine according to literature 

procedures.8,49 Once polymers of orthogonal reactivity were obtained, the first parameter 
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investigated was protein distribution throughout PEG-hydrogel micro-patterns with varied 

feature sizes. Hydrogel arrays of a representative polymer, Biotin-PEG, were patterned by 

e-beam lithography (110 μC/cm2) to contain feature sizes ranging from 5 to 40 μm. This 

polymer was chosen because of the strong binding with the protein streptavidin so that 

protein distribution could be readily observed. The patterns were subsequently incubated 

with a green fluorescent streptavidin (SAv-AF488) for 3 h at room temperature, and washed 

by immersion in DPBS, pH 7.4 for 5 minutes, three times. Confocal microscopy was 

performed using a 100x oil objective (full width at half max 640 nm) taking 400 nm sections 

in both z and y planes, thereby observing fluorescence of the micro-gel in three dimensions 

(Figure S4). The protein was found to be homogenously dispersed throughout the 

microstructure for the 5 μm feature size. As feature sizes increased, a decrease in 

fluorescence indicative of a slight size-exclusion effect was observed in the z-dimension for 

the center of the hydrogel feature relative to the edge. For the largest feature sizes (40 μm), 

increased fluorescence was found around the border of the hydrogel which may be attributed 

to the increase in height due to backscattered electrons as has been previously reported.4

Once the ability of proteins to penetrate to the core of hydrogel architectures was confirmed, 

fabrication of hydrogel architectures that contain two different polymers of orthogonal 

reactivity patterned in an encapsulated configuration was pursued next. The morphology of 

the polymer hydrogel along with localization of species conjugated to the polymer reactive 

end-groups in three dimensions was investigated. Fluorescent dyes and proteins were 

immobilized to demonstrate retention of bioactivity and to further investigate the 

permeability of the polymer hydrogels. Two different encapsulation strategies were 

employed: encapsulation of AO-PEG inside Biotin-PEG (EA-1) and encapsulation of 

Alkyne-PEG inside AO-PEG (EA-2).

The AO-PEG and Biotin-PEG polymers have a large difference in optimal reactive doses 

(80 μC/cm2 and 110 μC/cm2 respectively); therefore, to prevent overexposure in subsequent 

lithographic steps, a reduced dose for each polymer was used. Encapsulated structures were 

fabricated over three patterning steps each consisting of spin coating a 1% methanolic 

solution of polymer (4000 rpm, 60 seconds), micro-alignment, e-beam lithography, and 

development by immersion in Milli-Q water. Thereby, a 40 μm box of Biotin-PEG (60 

μC/cm2) was patterned followed by a 20 μm box of AO-PEG (40 μC/cm2) with a final 40 

μm box of Biotin-PEG (60 μC/cm2) patterned on top of the two preceding features to 

complete the encapsulated architecture (Figure 2a–b).

Next, distribution of polymer reactive end-groups within the encapsulated architectures was 

investigated. Fluorescent dyes were attached to the polymer end-groups retained in the 

hydrogel either through immobilization of fluorescent proteins or direct covalent attachment 

of the fluorophore. Specifically, EA-1 was first exposed to Streptavidin-Alexa Fluor-488 

(SAv-AF488) conjugate for 3 h at 4 °C followed by washing by immersion in Milli-Q water. 

The surfaces were then incubated with maleimide-coumarin (1 mg/mL in 10% DMSO(aq)) in 

1% TEA for 1 h at room temperature in the dark and washed in similar fashion thereby 

covalently attaching a blue coumarin dye to the aminooxy end-groups. Fluorescence of the 

hydrogel micro-patterns was observed, and the images were sectioned by confocal 

microscopy using a 100x oil objective to determine the reactive heterogeneity of 
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fluorophores immobilized within the polymer architecture (Figure 2). When the z-dimension 

was profiled to visualize the center of the hydrogel, the maximum intensity of the green 

channel was found to span the entire signal observed for the blue channel. We hypothesized 

that the green signal observed in the core of the hydrogel architecture was not a result of 

Biotin-PEG, but rather that this signal originated from coumarin fluorophore crosstalk. To 

test this, the microscope was focused at the midpoint in the z dimension through EA-1, and 

a fluorescence image was obtained in the x-y dimension only. In the first case, two laser 

lines were used. One laser line at 400 nm is strongly absorbed by the coumarin dye, and to a 

lesser extent Alexa Fluor 488. The second line at 488 nm is outside the absorption spectrum 

of coumarin and is therefore only absorbed by the Alexa Fluor 488. As expected, when both 

lasers were used to illuminate the sample, green fluorescence is clearly observed to envelop 

the coumarin fluorescence signal including the center of the structure. When only the 488 

nm laser line is employed however, the green signal in the center of the structure is removed 

thereby revealing the location of maleimide-coumarin and SAv-488 dyes (Figure 2e–g). This 

result indicates that the blue maleimide-coumarin signal is encapsulated within the green 

SAv-488 fluorescence signal, and this may be correlated to polymer end-group reactivity to 

conclude that the AO-PEG is encapsulated as a core within an outer shell of Biotin-PEG.

Next Alkyne-PEG encapsulated within AO-PEG was investigated. Again to prevent 

overexposure in subsequent lithography steps, a reduced dose was used for each polymer. 

Encapsulated structures were fabricated utilizing similar conditions as before. A 40 μm box 

of AO-PEG (40 μC/cm2) was patterned followed by a 20 μm box of Alkyne-PEG (15 

μC/cm2) with a third 40 μm box of AO-PEG (40 μC/cm2) patterned on top of the two 

preceding features (Figure 3a–c) to complete the second encapsulated architecture (EA-2) 

with morphology confirmed by bright-field microscopy (Figure S5). As an alternative, we 

found that more consistent patterns could be fabricated by spin coating polymer solutions 

dissolved in dichloroethane rather than methanol and also reducing the dosage of each layer 

(16 μC/cm2 for the first AO-PEG layer, 2 μC/cm2 for the Alkyne-PEG layer, and 12 

μC/cm2 for the top AO-PEG layer).

To investigate the distribution of polymer reactive end-groups in EA-2, the alkyne or 

aminooxy end-groups were covalently attached to fluorescent dyes of complimentary 

reactivity. In this case, the structure was first exposed to Alexa Fluor-488 azide® according 

to manufacturer instructions followed by washing by immersion in Milli-Q water. Next, 

EA-2 was incubated with maleimide-coumarin (1 mg/mL in 10% DMSO(aq)) in 1% TEA for 

1 hour at room temperature in the dark and washed in similar fashion. Fluorescent images of 

EA-2 were sectioned by confocal microscopy using a 100x oil objective to determine the 

reactive heterogeneity of the EA-2 polymer architecture (Figure 3). Via this method the 

Alkyne-PEG hydrogel (green) was present only within the contiguous shell of AO-PEG 
(blue) and cross-section analysis in the xy-z and xz-y dimensions confirmed the 

encapsulated architecture (Figure 3d–i and Figure 1e–f for additional images).

Once retention of polymer end-group reactivity was established, enzymes were immobilized 

in the EA-2 encapsulated configuration. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and glucose oxidase 

(GOX) were chosen because they have been used previously to effect enzyme cascade 

reactions when contained in polymersomes.50,51 Thus, HRP and GOX were functionalized 
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with levulinyl or azido moieties, respectively, for fabrication of GOX immobilized as a core 

encapsulated by a HRP shell using the EA-2 architecture. Azide modification was chosen 

for GOX as several azides are known inhibitors of HRP.52 Therefore, GOX was modified to 

contain free azide moieties through a modification of the reported procedure with 

imidazole-1-sulfonyl azide hydrochloride,53,54 using 3 equivalents of the diazo transfer 

reagent. Upon purification by centriprep ultra-centrifugation (MWCO 3 kDa), the protein 

conjugate was assayed for azide moieties by reaction with Alexa Fluor 594 Click It® alkyne. 

Degree of labeling determined by UV absorbance at 280 nm (protein) and 590 nm (dye) was 

found to be 1.4 azides per GOX protein. Likewise, HRP was modified to contain levulinyl 

moieties via incubation with N-hydroxy succinimidyl levulinate (3 eq, DPBS, 3 h, rt) and 

purified by centriprep (MWCO 3 kDa).55 The conjugate was assayed for free ketones by 

reaction with Alexa Fluor 488® hydrazide under reducing conditions with NaBH3CN. 

Degree of labeling determined by UV absorbance at 280 nm (protein) and 490 nm (dye) was 

found to be 1.0 hydrazide reactive moieties per HRP protein. For details of protein 

modification and characterization, see the supporting information.

Fluorophore selection for the immobilized conjugates was found to be non-trivial. 

Specifically, GOX contains a flavin adenine dinucleotide redox cofactor with strong 

absorption in the blue region. These findings necessitate that for a blue/green pair of 

fluorophores, GOX be labeled green with HRP labeled as blue. Furthermore, when a protein 

encapsulated in the core contains a fluorophore with emission in the absorption range of the 

shell fluorophore, significant crosstalk was observed between fluorophores as demonstrated 

with EA-1 described above. Therefore, azide modified GOX and levulinyl modified HRP 

were made fluorescent by incubation with TFP-Alexa Fluor 488® and Marina Blue® NHS 

ester to produce the fluorescent protein conjugates Azide-GOX-AF488 and Lev-HRP-MB, 

respectively. Degree of labeling studies were conducted by UV absorbance and it was found 

that Azide-GOX-AF488 contained 0.7 fluorophores per protein (280 nm protein, 490 nm 

dye) and 0.68 fluorophores per protein was observed for Lev-HRP-MB (280 nm protein, 

350 nm dye). Modification with the functional group and dyes decreased the native activity 

of both proteins to 32% for Lev-HRP-MB and 53% for Azide-GOX-AF488 (Figure S6).

Multi-component hydrogels were fabricated as before to contain an Alkyne-PEG hydrogel 

core encapsulated within an AO-PEG shell (EA-2). The microstructure was then incubated 

with Lev-HRP-MB for 24 h at 4°C. The surfaces were washed with DPBS before exposure 

to Azide-GOX-AF488, CuSO4, and sodium ascorbate in DPBS for 24 hours at 4°C. The 

surfaces were washed again with reaction buffer and the rinsing solutions from each wash 

cycle were assayed for enzyme activity with no activity detectable after 3 washes. The 

immobilized enzymes were then viewed by fluorescence microscopy (Figure S7). 

Furthermore, chemical immobilization and cross reactivity was probed by fabrication of a 

wafer to contain Alkyne-PEG patterned next to AO-PEG. This wafer was incubated as 

before with Azide-GOX-AF488, CuSO4, and sodium ascorbate in DPBS for 24 hours at 

4°C. The surface was washed 5 times with reaction buffer and viewed by fluorescence 

microscopy. As expected a large fluorescence signal was present within the Alkyne-PEG 
hydrogel with only minimal fluorescence detected from the AO-PEG hydrogel (Figure S8).
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Enzyme activity was then confirmed through an enzyme cascade reaction between HRP and 

GOX. When hydrogen peroxide is present, HRP can modify numerous substrates in 

solution56,57 including fluorescent substrates58–63 and Amplex Red®. This reporter molecule 

may be used to quantify enzymatic activity or hydrogen peroxide concentration.64 

Additionally, GOX is known to liberate hydrogen peroxide as a byproduct in the conversion 

of glucose to gluconic acid.65,66 It has been shown that glucose and GOX coupled with a 

fluorescent HRP substrate and HRP may be used to probe activity of the enzyme pair as 

glucose oxidation by GOX provides one of the substrates (hydrogen peroxide) required for 

HRP activity.67,68

First, control experiments were conducted (see supporting information for fabrication of 

controls). Surfaces with no patterns or patterns of unfunctionalized PEG-OH were incubated 

with both enzymes under identical conditions. These surfaces were then washed in identical 

fashion to EA-2 and exposed to a solution that included substrates for both enzymes 

(glucose, 10 mM, hydrogen peroxide, 300 ppm, and Amplex Red, 50 μM). In a separate 

experiment, Azide-GOX-AF488 was immobilized alone on a surface of Alkyne-PEG. To 

do this, Alkyne-PEG hydrogel arrays were fabricated by e-beam lithography and Azide-
GOX-AF488 was immobilized on the patterns using conditions identical to immobilization 

of the enzyme in EA-2. The surface immobilized Azide-GOX-AF488 was then incubated 

with a solution of glucose substrate along with Lev-HRP-MB (1 μg/mL) and Amplex Red 

(50 μM). In addition, Lev-HRP-MB was immobilized alone on a surface of AO-PEG. This 

was achieved by fabricating patterns of AO-PEG and incubating with Lev-HRP-MB in 

identical fashion to EA-2. The surface was then exposed to both substrates for HRP 

(Amplex Red and hydrogen peroxide at the same concentration). Evolution of resorufin in 

all samples was measured after 2 h and the results were compared relative to Lev-HRP-MB 
activity when immobilized alone (Figure 4b).

Although by visual inspection, protein was clearly observed to adsorb onto the surface of the 

bare silicon substrate, lack of enzymatic activity in this experiment (0.5%, Figure 4b) 

indicated that non-specific adsorption to the surface inactivates both enzymes. Additionally, 

wash solutions from the bare silicon surface were assayed for activity, and no activity was 

detectable after 3 wash cycles (out of 5 performed) indicating that active enzymes were not 

present in or diffusing into the final wash solution. This implies that all enzyme activity in 

subsequent experiments is a result of enzymes present in the PEG hydrogels. For unmodified 

PEG-OH hydrogels, a minimal level of enzyme activity (13%) was observed after washing. 

This was likely due to enzymes that diffused into the PEG-OH hydrogel array and not 

covalently immobilized, yet also not removed during the wash steps. When Lev-HRP-MB 
or Azide-GOX-AF488 were immobilized alone and incubated with appropriate substrates 

and partner enzymes in solution, resorufin was evolved similarly, as expected. This 

demonstrated that the proteins singly immobilized within the gels were still active.

Finally, activity retention was confirmed for both enzymes in the encapsulated format by 

effecting an enzyme cascade reaction with glucose and Amplex Red® substrates with both 

enzymes immobilized (Figure 4a). The EA-2 GOX encapsulated within HRP patterned 

surfaces were incubated with glucose (10 mM) and Amplex Red (50 μM) substrates at 4°C, 

and fluorescence of resorufin was measured after 2 hours. To visualize resorufin emanating 
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from EA-2 in real-time, the silicon wafer containing the microstructure was mounted on a 

trans-well membrane and exposed to glucose (10 mM) and Amplex Red (50 μM) while 

viewing by fluorescence microscopy. The red color of the resorufin was clearly observed 

(Figure 4c and Figure S9). The encapsulated surface with immobilized enzymes Azide-
GOX-AF488 and Lev-HRP-MB displayed activity similar to Lev-HRP-MB and Azide-
GOX-AF488 immobilized alone. However, there cannot be a direct quantitative comparison 

since the first is a three layered format system and the others are single hydrogel features 

with the partner protein in solution. Yet, the data demonstrates that the glucose was able to 

diffuse to the GOX core and the resulting hydrogen peroxide to the HRP periphery to 

convert Amplex Red to resorufin. The data also demonstrates that both proteins remain 

active in the encapsulated architecture.

Conclusions

PEG hydrogel microstructures were fabricated by e-beam lithography such that 

functionalized protein-reactive PEG was patterned as a core, encapsulated within a 

contiguous shell comprised of PEG with orthogonal reactivity. The reactive heterogeneity of 

multi-component PEG-based hydrogels was demonstrated by confocal microscopy after 

fluorescent dyes were conjugated to the polymers. The enzymes glucose oxidase and 

horseradish peroxidase were functionalized with fluorophores and complimentary reactivity 

relative to the PEG hydrogel end-groups. Both enzymes were immobilized in an 

encapsulated configuration. The encapsulated enzymes exhibit reactivity demonstrating 

enzyme cascades are possible within the encapsulated hydrogel architectures.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Fabrication of an encapsulated PEG hydrogel by e-beam lithography. a) A methanolic 

solution of AO-PEG is spin coated onto a silicon substrate before b) crosslinking by 

exposure to e-beam and removal of unreacted polymer by developing in Milli-Q water. The 

process is then repeated first c) with a polymer of orthogonal reactivity (Alkyne-PEG) 

followed by d) capping with the original polymer of AO-PEG. Maximum transparency 

projection in e) xy-z and f) xz-y space of the Alkyne-PEG core stained with Alexa-488 

Azide (green) patterned inside a contiguous shell of AO-PEG stained with maleimide 

functionalized coumarin (blue) as sectioned by confocal microscopy. Scale bar is 20 μm.
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Figure 2. 
Reactive heterogeneity of the polymer architecture with a) biotin and aminooxy end-groups 

was investigated by b) first patterning AO-PEG on top of a Biotin-PEG hydrogel before 

completing the encapsulated architecture with a second layer of Biotin-PEG. Subsequent 

staining with streptavidin-Alexa Fluor 488 conjugate (green) followed by maleimide-

coumarin (blue) allowed for c) fluorescence imaging by confocal microscopy (blue 

maleimide-coumarin has been digitally replaced with yellow coloring for clarity) with d) 

profiles through the center of the microstructure in the z dimension (blue circle) confirming 

encapsulation as the maximum intensity of the green channel (top) completely surrounds the 

maximum intensity of the blue channel (bottom). Fluorescence image and profile in the x-y 

dimension approximately halfway through the microstructure (red line) of AO-PEG 
encapsulated within Biotin-PEG with pronounced signals in both the e) green and f) blue 

channels when the substrate is simultaneously illuminated with laser wavelengths at 400 

(coumarin absorbance) and 490 nm (Alexa Fluor 488 absorbance). g) Fluorescence in the 

AO-PEG core is no longer observed when the sample is only illuminated with the 490 nm 

laser line.
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Figure 3. 
Fabrication of an encapsulated micro-pattern achieved by a) patterning a 40 μm box 

consisting of AO-PEG hydrogel, development and realignment to pattern b) a 20 μm box of 

alkyne-PEG on top of the existing microstructure. c) Subsequent capping with an additional 

layer of AO-PEG patterned as a 40 μm box completed encapsulation. Microstructures were 

stained with maleimide-coumarin (blue) and Alexa Fluor-488 Azide (green) before 

measurement of the fluorescence profile of the d) xy-through z maximum fluorescence 

projection with e) blue and f) green channels. Confocal slices were obtained in the z 

direction with g) z-profiles in the center and on the border of the microstructure. h) The blue 

channel fluorescence was found to surround a contiguous border of the i) green channel 

fluorescence.
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Figure 4. 
a) Enzyme cascade between Azide-GOX-AF488 and Lev-HRP-MB in an encapsulated 

hydrogel. b) Surface activity of EA-2 and relative to control surfaces. Surfaces were 

compared relative to Lev-HRP-MB substrate (set to 100%). Error bars represent the standard 

deviation of measurements performed in triplicate for the same surface (for all but PEG-OH 

which was conducted once). c) Time-lapse pictures of resorufin emanating from enzymes 

immobilized on a multi-component hydrogel with encapsulated architecture were obtained 

by performing the enzyme cascade experiment as described above with the surface mounted 

on a trans-well membrane.
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